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Study of QCD

Test QCD: perturbation theory

Test RGE running of  important quantities, 𝛼𝑠, PDFs and FFs

Understanding the QCD

Confinement, hadronization
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Fundamental parameter of QCD: 𝜶𝒔

𝜶𝒔running

𝑏𝑖 pQCD calculable: e.g.

Data (running) agree well with QCD prediction

 𝒆+𝒆− data: big contribution
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Twist expansion for QCD

DIS structure function

DGLAP evolution

Similar for fragmentation function

Twist-2: evolution well tested

How about higher twist effects? 
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Hadronization of QCD

Heavy quarkonium production: localized color 

source, deeper understanding of  hadronization

Currently well established method: single 

parton fragmentation

Black box, had to really understand how hadronization

happens even though FFs are precisely determined.
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Jet production at e+e- Collider
• High energy e+e- Collider is an ideal environment 

for studying precision QCD physics 

• Colorless initial state: Doesn’t require non-perturbative input like PDFs, 
significantly reduce theoretical uncertainty 

• No multiple interaction or underlying event, factorization theorem for jet 
cross section and event shape expected to exist
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Jet production at e+e- Collider
• High energy e+e- Collider is an ideal environment 

for studying precision QCD physics 
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Precision calculation 
of Rμ

Event shape observables: 
Thrust 

Heavy Jet Mass 
Jet broaden 
C parameter 

……

Four jet rates 
Transition parameter distribution 

…….

The study of these processes require deep knowledge of 
perturbative QCD; in return, we gain better understanding of QCD 

and precise measurement of SM parameter
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Precision αₛ extraction at e+e- collider
• Event shape and jet rates are two important observables for precision 
αₛ extraction (others include total e+e- Xsec, Z pole fit, etc.)

Hoang et al., 2015

C parameter fit

Frederix et al., 2010

five jet production fit
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Precision αₛ extraction at e+e- collider
• Event shape and jet rates are two important observables for precision 
αₛ extraction (others include total e+e- Xsec, Z pole fit, etc.)

Hoang et al., 2015

C parameter fit

Frederix et al., 2010

five jet production fit

• Non-negligible hadronization uncertainty for event shape. Can be significantly reduced by going to higher energy 
at CEPC

• Sizable statistical and systematic uncertainty for five jet production. High luminosity at CEPC will be very helpful!

• Expected to see continuous progress on the theoretical side to reduce perturbative uncertainties 
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CEPC as a “clean” jet factory
• Jet cross section scale as 1/Q². Going to higher energy reduce the 

jet cross section 

• Compensated by huge increase in luminosity at CEPC (5 ab⁻¹ 
expected)
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y₄₅: four jets to five jets transition parameter 

more 4 jet like more 5 jet like more 5 jet likemore 4 jet like

5 ab⁻¹ at CEPC

~ 500 pb⁻¹ at LEP 200 GeV

~ 210 pb⁻¹ at LEP Z pole

From cross section 
to number of events

• More five jets event at CEPC than at LEP Z pole !
• Hadronization and experimental uncertainty will be negligible at CEPC. If the 

theory uncertainty can be reduced to the same level might enable αₛ extraction at 
the precision comparable to Lattice!
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QCD and Higgs physics at CEPC

7

Expected event numbers for different hadronic decay 
modes of the SM Higgs boson at 250 GeV and with 5 ab-1

QCD event shape distributions 

Jun Gao, 1608.01746

✦ CEPC provides an unique opportunity of testing QCD via decay of the Higgs boson 

3

into a pair of visible fermions ff̄ ,

m2
recoil = s− 2Eff̄

√
s+m2

ff̄ , (2)

where Eff̄ and mff̄ are the total energy and invariant
mass of the fermion pair. The recoil mass spectrum
should present a sharp peak at the Higgs boson mass.
The Higgs boson events can be selected with a high sig-
nal to background ratio independent of the decay modes
of the Higgs boson. Using the kinematic information of
the recoil system, we can boost all decay products back
to the rest frame of the Higgs boson and measure the
event shape distributions in that frame.

Table I summarizes the decay BRs of the hadronic de-
cays of the SM Higgs boson and the expected numbers
of events at the CEPC through ZH production, with
the Z boson decaying into electron or muon pairs. As
one can see, the qq̄ (light quarks) channel is negligible in
the case of the SM Higgs boson. All the hadronic chan-
nels in Table I contribute to the distribution of the event
shapes. We must carefully select the one that we are
interested in, which is the jj (gg+qq̄) channel. To sup-
press the heavy-quark contributions, one can use flavor
tagging of the heavy quarks, b and c, a technique which
is well established at hadron and lepton colliders [38]. It
has been shown that, assuming an efficiency of 97.2% for
identification of gluon or light quarks j, the misclassifi-
cation rate of a b or c quark to j at CEPC could reach
8.9% and 40.7% respectively [4, 39]. Since there are two
quarks/gluons from the decay, by requiring both of them
untagged one can remove 99(84)% of the bb̄(cc̄) back-
ground while only changing the signal jj by 6%. There
are also backgrounds from other SM processes, especially
from the SM Z boson pair production, which have a flat
distribution in the recoil mass. After applying further se-
lection cuts, e.g., on recoil mass, dilepton mass, and the
polar angle of the Higgs boson, we estimate a total signal
(jj) efficiency of 50% [4, 36]. We assume a total qq̄-like
background of 30% of the signal rate from Higgs boson
decays to bb̄, cc̄ and the SM ZZ production. A second
category of backgrounds are from decays to WW ∗, ZZ∗

and further to four quarks. Since they are away from the
peak region of our signal, as shown in Fig. 1, they do
not have a large impact to the measurement of the light-
quark couplings. We estimate a total rate of 60% of the
signal for these four-quark backgrounds after all selection
cuts. They can be further suppressed if additional cuts
on dijet masses are used.

Including both the signal and backgrounds, the event
shape distributions at hadron level can be expressed as 2

dN

dO
=NS(rfqq̄(O) + (1− r)fgg(O))

2 Interference effects of different couplings are negligible since they
are further suppressed by the quark masses.

Z(l+l−)H(X) gg bb̄ cc̄ WW ∗(4h) ZZ∗(4h) qq̄

BR [%] 8.6 57.7 2.9 9.5 1.3 ∼ 0.02

Nevent 6140 41170 2070 6780 930 14

TABLE I. The decay branching ratios of the SM Higgs boson
with a mass of 125 GeV to different hadronic channels [37]
and the corresponding expected numbers of events in ZH
production, with subsequent decays at a e+e− collider with√
s = 250 GeV and an integrated luminosity of 5 ab−1. Only

decays of the associated Z boson to electrons and muons are
included. h represents any of the quarks except the top quark
and q are light quarks.

+NB,1f
′

qq̄(O) +NB,2fWW (O), (3)

where NS , NB,1, and NB,2 are the expected number
of events for the signal, the qq̄-like background and
the four-quark background, respectively. We normalize
the signal rate to the SM result, NS = λNS,SM with
λ = σ(HZ)BR(jj)/σ(HZ)BR(jj)SM . From previous
discussions, we have NS,SM = 3070 and NB,1 = NB,2 =
0.3NS,SM . In addition, r = BR(qq̄)/BR(jj) is the frac-
tion of the Higgs boson BR to light quarks which we
would like to measure. Both r and λ allow possible devi-
ations from the SM which has r = 0 and λ = 1. In Eq. (3)
fqq̄/gg/WW is the normalized distribution of the Higgs bo-
son decay to light quarks, gluons, or four quarks through
W boson pairs as shown in Fig. 1. f ′

qq̄ is a mixture of the
normalized distributions fbb̄,cc̄ and the one from Z∗/γ∗

decay fZ . We set f ′

qq̄ = fqq̄ for simplicity since all of
the above components are very similar. In principle, all
of fbb̄∼qq̄,Z,WW can also be measured directly from in-
dependent data samples with high statistics. We do not
consider any theoretical uncertainties of fqq̄,WW and f ′

qq̄

in the discussions below. Since most of the selection cuts
do not alter the hadronic system, they are not expected
to change the normalized distributions greatly especially
for the signal.

We further investigate the sensitivity of the proposed
measurement to the light-quark Yukawa couplings using
pseudo-data. To be specific, we study the expected ex-
clusion limit on r, as a function of λ, assuming the decay
to qq̄ vanishes. We take into account 6 systematic uncer-
tainties for the thrust distribution. Three of them are the
theoretical uncertainties of the normalized distribution
for the decay to gg, as shown in Fig. 1, (anti-)correlated
among all bins. The other three are for the normaliza-
tion of the signal and the two backgrounds in Eq. (3).
Normalization uncertainties on both of the backgrounds
are set to 4%. Normalization of the signal can be mea-
sured independently using hadronic decays of the Z bo-
son in ZH production with the Higgs boson decay to jj,
and the uncertainty is estimated to be 3% [4]. System-
atic uncertainties are treated using nuisance parameters.
Statistical errors are included according to the assumed
event rates. We use the profiled log-likelihood ratio qµ as

2

distributions can be calculated systematically in pertur-
bative QCD[21, 22]. In case of two-body hadronic de-
cay, at the leading order (LO), the thrust distribution is
a δ function at τ = 0. Finite thrust values are gen-
erated through high-order QCD radiations. Soft and
collinear emissions introduce large logarithmic contribu-
tions ∼ αn

s ln τ2n−1/τ at small-τ , the deep two-jet region.
They must be resummed to all orders in QCD to make
reliable predictions, e.g., the state of art Next-to-Next-
to-Next-to-leading logarithmic (N3LL) resummation [23–
25] for Z/γ∗ → qq̄ in the extraction of αs(MZ). Mean-
while, in the three-jet region the resummed results can
be further matched with the fixed-order results, e.g.,
the Next-to-Next-to-leading order (NNLO) calculation
for Z/γ∗ → 3 jets production [26, 27]. Usually, for cal-
culations done at parton level, a correction factor due to
hadronization effects needs to be applied when comparing
to experimental data, which can be estimated through
various event generators [28–31].

To our best knowledge, no predictions at comparable
precision exist for hadronic decays of the Higgs boson,
although most of the ingredients are already available.
Predictions at N3LL+NNLO level for the Higgs boson
are expected in near future. In this study, we calculate
the event shape distributions using the MC event gener-
ator Sherpa 2.2 [31] with the effective coupling approach
of the Higgs boson. We use the CKKW scheme [32],
matching parton showers with tree-level matrix elements
with up to three jets, which is effectively partial next-
to-leading-logarithmic and leading-order accuracy. The
hadronization corrections are included automatically in
this case through a hadron-level simulation.

Fig. 1 shows the normalized distribution of the variable
thrust for several different hadronic decay channels of the
Higgs boson, including gg, qq̄, bb̄, and W (qq̄)W ∗(qq̄). We
also plot the distribution for Z∗/γ∗ → qq̄ as a compari-
son. The distribution peaks at τ ∼ 0.02 for light-quark
decay channel. The peak shifts to τ ∼ 0.05 for the gluon
channel, corresponding to a scaling of roughly CA/CF .
The distribution is much broader for the gluon case due
to the stronger QCD radiation. The distribution for the
bb̄ channel is very close to the qq̄ case, except at very small
τ , where the mass and hadronization effects become im-
portant. For the WW ∗ channel there exist already four
quarks at LO and the distribution is concentrated in the
large-τ region. The distribution for qq̄ from Z∗/γ∗ dif-
fers from that for the Higgs boson in the three-jet region
because of the different spin.

In the lower panel of Fig. 1, we plot the estimated
theoretical uncertainties of the normalized thrust dis-
tribution for the decay to gluons. The hadronization
uncertainties are estimated according to [33] where
hadronization corrections from different event generators
are compared. There are also theoretical uncertainties
due to the truncation of the perturbation series that are
conventionally estimated through QCD scale variations.
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FIG. 1. Normalized distributions of the thrust in hadronic
decays of the Higgs boson, and of Z∗/γ∗ to qq̄, with a center-
of-mass energy of 125 GeV. The lower panel shows the rel-
ative theoretical uncertainties of the normalized distribution
forH → gg, including the renormalization and matching scale
variations, and the uncertainty on hadronization corrections.

These include variations due to the change of the renor-
malization scale and the matching scale [34]. The latter
variation mostly affects the distribution in the large-τ
region. As one includes higher-order resummation and
fixed-order matching contributions, the scale variations
will decrease. We assume a N3LL+NNLO calculation
for the Higgs boson decay to gluons will be available and
estimate the scale variations based on the calculation for
Z/γ∗ [23, 33] using a scaling factor of CA/CF . Since the
distribution is normalized, the uncertainties are small
in the peak region. The uncertainty due to the αs(MZ)
input is negligible if the world average [35] is used.
Below, we will discuss the possibility of measuring the
distributions discussed above at a lepton collider and
the sensitivity of these measurements to the light-quark
Yukawa couplings.

CEPC. A circular electron-positron collider has been
proposed recently with a center-of-mass energy of 250
GeV and a total integrated luminosity of 5 ab−1 [4]. It
can serve as a Higgs factory with the dominant produc-
tion channel being the associated production with a Z
boson, with a total cross section of about 212 fb [36]. One
great advantage of the e+e− collider is that the Higgs bo-
son events can be selected by measuring the recoil mass
mrecoil, e.g., for ZH production with the Z boson decay

unique signature 
of gg mode
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our test-statistic [40], together with the CLs method [41].
Fig. 2 shows the expected 95% CLs exclusion limit on r
(in the dashed line) from the thrust distribution. The
colored bands indicate the 1σ and 2σ fluctuations of the
expected exclusion limit. In case the true theory is the
SM, the expected exclusion limit on r can reach 0.045,
which is the intersection of the curve and the vertical
line. That corresponds to a decay BR of 0.39% to qq̄.
In term of the Yukawa coupling strength, that implies
yq < 0.082yb for any of q = u, d, s, with yb being Yukawa
coupling of the bottom quark in the SM. The discrimi-
nation power for qq̄ and gg is mostly determined by the
statistical error. In principle, we can also include invis-
ible decays of the associated Z boson in the analysis.
They have a total rate 3 times larger than to electrons
and muons and suffer from a relatively larger ZZ back-
ground due to a degradation of the signal-background
separation power from the recoil mass. Thus, we simply
assume that once the νν channels are included, both the
signal and backgrounds will double. The expected limit
is again plotted in Fig. 2, which can reach 0.036 with the
SM assumption.

Similar exclusion limits can be set based on other
event shape observables which are summarized in Fig. 3.
Here, only the statistical error and the systematic un-
certainty on the signal and background normalizations
are included in the analysis, since the estimation of scale
variations on some of the distributions is not available at
the N3LL+NNLO level. We can judge that the theoret-
ical uncertainties on the distribution are not the major
limitation on the measurement by comparing results for
thrust distribution in Figs. 2 and 3. The binnings used
in the analysis for all other distributions are chosen to
be the same as in Ref. [42]. All distributions show a
similar sensitivity to the light-quark Yukawa couplings
except for the Durham 2 to 3-jet transition parameter
yD23, which is slightly worse, possibly due to binning
effects.

Discussion and summary. It is interesting to com-
pare our sensitivity to the light-quark Yukawa couplings
with the projection of the LHC and HL-LHC. Ref. [9]
claims an expected 95% CL limit of the Yukawa couplings
yu,d < 0.4yb, for LHC 13 TeV run with a total luminosity
of 300 fb−1, based on analyzing the pT distribution of the
Higgs boson. Ref. [8] reports a sensitivity of ys ∼ 0.52yb
for the strange quark at the HL-LHC. Comparing with
results above, our method does not only provide a much
stronger sensitivity of yu,d,s < 0.082yb (95% CLs) but
also probes the light-quark couplings directly and in a
model-independent way. The major limitation on prob-
ing the light-quark Yukawa couplings at the LHC/HL-
LHC is that the gg parton luminosity is much larger than
the qq̄ ones for a Higgs boson mass of 125 GeV. Thus,
a small downward shift of the gg induced cross sections
comparing to experimental data, either due to the exper-
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FIG. 2. Expected 95% CLs exclusion limit on r and the 1σ
and 2σ fluctuations as a function of the total cross section of
the Higgs boson decay to jj normalized to the SM value. The
dot-dashed line is the expected exclusion limit when invisible
decays of the Z boson are also included in the analysis.
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FIG. 3. Expected 95% CLs exclusion limit on r and the 1σ
and 2σ fluctuations based on measurements of different event
shape observables and assuming a theory of the SM. Theo-
retical uncertainties on the event shape distributions are not
included.

imental or theoretical uncertainties, can allow for a much
larger light-quark Yukawa coupling.

We also comment on the comparison of our proposal
with the possibility of using gluon/quark jet discrimina-
tors. On the theory side, the event shape distributions

in another way, using QCD observables to 
test Higgs couplings, e.g., light-quark 
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Many on going efforts on e+e- QCD study  
• Recent progress on Non-global logarithms: H.X. Zhu, Schwartz 

14’; Larkoski, Moult, Neill, 15’, 16’; Neill, 15’; Becher, Lorena, Neubert, D.Y. Shao 15’,
16’; … 

• Numerical resummation for jet rate, Banfi et al, 16’ 

• New ability to construct integrand and calculating 
integrals for e+e- to multi jet: Mastrolia, et al., 11-16’; Badger, Frellsvig, 
Y. Zhang, 13’; Ita 15’; Gehrmann, Henn, Lo Presti, 15’; … 

• Resummation of three-jet event shape (J. Gao, H.X. Zhu, work in 
progress) 

• NNLO QCD corrections to massive b-quark jet 
production at e+e- collider (J. Gao, H.X. Zhu, work in progress)
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Higher twist effects

Twist-4 contribution: studied long times ago

Current hot topic: double parton scattering

Hard to observe, O(
ΛQCD
2

𝑄2
) contribution is highly suppressed 

Quarkonium production at CEPC: twist-4 

effects

If  confirmed, twist-4 effects

Modeling: 𝜎𝐴+𝐵 ≈
𝜎𝐴𝜎𝐵

𝜎𝑒𝑓𝑓
, 𝜎𝑒𝑓𝑓 cannot be process independent, 

more theoretic studies needed.

Significant signal, well established theory, test QCD rigorous

See Qing-Hong Cao’s talk
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Quarkonium production

 twist-4 contributions for quarkonium:

 𝒆+𝒆− collision: gluon fragmentation suppressed 

by 𝜶𝒔, twist-4 contributions important

𝒑𝒑 collision: dominated by gluon fragmentation, 

twist-4 contributions suppressed

O(
𝑚𝑐
2

𝑄2
) suppression instead of  O(

ΛQCD
2

𝑄2
)
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2

≈ +⋯

Collinear factorization approach

Pictrue:

Factorization correct to all order Qiu, Sterman (1991)

Kang, YQM, Qiu, Sterman, 1401.0923

Factorization formalism:
produce pair at 1/𝑚𝑄

produce pair at 1/𝑝𝑇
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Evolution equation

Kang, YQM, Qiu, Sterman, 1401.0923Evolution equations at NLP:

 Independence of  the factorization scale:

produce pair between [1/𝑝𝑇, 1/𝑚𝑄]

Large log(𝑝𝑇/𝑚): can be resumed by solving evolution equation 
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Significance of twist-4 effects

YQM, Qiu, Sterman, Zhang, 1407.0383

NLP (twist-4) can be very important

 LP dominates: 𝟑𝑺𝟏
𝟖

and 𝟑𝐏𝐉
𝟖

channels

 NLP dominates: 1𝑺0
𝟖

and 𝟑S1
1

channels

Numerical study at CEPC: work in progress

Similar to test DGLAP evolution equation using HERA data,  

can test QCD evolution equation at twist-4 using CEPC data 
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Outline

III. Quarkonium: twist-4 effects

IV. Quarkonium: hadronization mechanism

I. Over view

II. Jet: pQCD and extract 𝜶𝒔 (by HXZ)
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Quarkonium production puzzle

NRQCD factorization
Bodwin, Braaten, Lepage, 9407339

 To resolve 𝐽/𝜓 polarization puzzle, needs a large

M0 = 𝑂 1S0
8

+ 3.9 𝑂 𝟑𝑷0
8

/𝑚𝑐
2

 Conflict with 𝑒+𝑒− collision data

 〈𝑂𝜅
𝐻〉: number, nonperturbative, determined by data

 If NRQCD is correct, 〈𝑂𝜅
𝐻〉 can tell us a lot about hadronization

However
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𝛾 𝛾 → 𝐽/𝜓 + 𝑋 at 𝑒+𝑒− collision

CS contribution can not explain 𝜸𝜸 data
Chen, Chen, Qiao, 1608.06231

Large experimental error
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Understanding the production mechanism

Theoretically: considering evolution effects at 

twist-4

Experimentally: data at CEPC is very helpful to 

reduce statistic error

Work in progress

Thank you!




